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Abslracl- A self-supervised learning algorithm based on the concept of guard zoncs was developed by Pal 
et al'l) for studying the adaptive abilHY of a recognition system, starting with non-appropriate representative 
vectors. Guard zones were used 10 discard unreliable (dou btful) samples from the parameter-updatiug 
programme, so that the convergenee does not get affccted. The algorithm was implememed with success on 
speech data but no proof of eon vergence was provided. 

The present paper investigates the convergence of Ihis algorithm, using some results on multidimensional 
stochaslic approximation. It is shown that the estimates of the parameters converge strongly to their true 
values under certain eonditions provided the guard zones are effective In discarding mislabelled training 
samples. 

Learntng Guard-zone 

J. ',,,TRODUCTION 

The present work is in connection with the earlier 
report ll

) in which a self-supervised recognition system 
was developed using the concept of guard zones. 

The gua rd zones are of ellipsoidal shape with 
dimensions being proportional to the respective 
standard deviation of features. These were described 
around the reference vectors of the classes in order to 
make a restricted updating programme for estimating 
the class parameters. 

For the purpose ofsupervision, it is assumed that for 
an input vector falling within the guard zone, the 
probability of its being misclassified is so low thai it 
would nol affect the convergence property of the 
system in any significant way. The supervisory system, 
therefore, needs only to check whether the classified 
input is within the guard zone or not for the purpose of 
inhibition of the updating programme. 

The effectiveness of the adaptive systcm was 
demonstrated with success on a set of 871 Vowel 
Sounds III CNC (Consonant-Vowel Nucleus
Consonant) context with first thrce vowel formants as 
features, and non-appropriate initial representative 
vectors. The representative vector of a vowel class was 
deliberately chosen just outside the boundary of an 
ellipsoid having the three axes cqual to the respective 
standard deviations of the features and mean of the 
classes as the centre. The purpose was to study the 
adaptive ability of the system in recognizing vowel 
sounds starting with non-appropriate prototypes. The 
method used a single pattern training procedure for 
learning, and maximum value of fuzzy membership 

Con vergence Stochastic approximation 

function was the basis of recognition. As the system 
used some inherent properties of the distribution of the 
same parameters (mean and variance) as used by the 
classifier itself, it may be called a "self-supervisory" 
system. The experimental results corroborated the 
theoretical postulates that such system would basically 
approach the supervised learning algorithm in so far as 
the convergence properties are concerned. The system 
had been found to approach, for certain dimensions of 
guard zone, the performance of a fully-supervised 
system which use an extra higher level of knowledge. 

In this paper we have investigated theoretically the 
convergence of this system, and have been able to show 
that under certain conditions the estimates of the 
parameters converge strongly to their true values if the 
guard-zones succeed in weeding out the "wrong" 
training samples. For this purpose, we have madc use 
of some results on multidimensional stochastic 
approximation procedures and probability theory. It 
is to be noted that a training sample is being dubbed 
"wrong" for updating the parameters of a given class if 
it is not really a sample from the class but has been 
assigncd to it because of "mislabelling". 

2. THE RECOGNITION SYSTEi\'I{I) 

Let 

X=[XI,X2, ...,XNJ', XEIR N 

be an N-dimensional feature vector for a pattern 
recognition problem of discriminating between m 
pattern classes C l, C2 , ... , C It is assumed that n ,. 
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(AI) the feature vector X exhibits central tendency in 
each class Cj , about some point X/in it,) = 1(1)m., 

(A2) the feature vector X admits of second-order 
moments in each class, with 

var(x,,/XEq = a~!D n= 1(l)N,) = 1(l)m, 

(A3) the pattern ciasses C I , C2, ..., C have ill-definedm 

boundaries, that is, each pattern class is a fuzzy 
subset of {R N, with corresponding grade of 
membership f1./X) for any X E IR N, where 

f1./X)E[O, IJ:' = 1(I)m. 

2.1. The decision rule 

The grade of membership of a pattern with feature 
vector X, in CJ') = l(l)m, is defined as 

f1./X) = (I + [ d(;.R)Tr l

, (Ia) 

where Fe is the exponential fuzzifier, F d is the 
denominational fuzzifier, R/ is a reference vector for the 
) th class C/, and 

d(X, R;) = min IIX - Rj!l/l, (lb) 
I 

Rjn, 1= l(l)h being a set of h prototypes from CpJ J 

j = l(l)m, with 

IIX _Rylll = (t [x" ~/:lJ2)OS (Ic) 
n_1 uPI 

where Ry1 is taken to be equal to X~/) = [xj~l, ..., xJ2]'; i;~ 
and aj~ correspond to the Ith prototype and denote 
respectively the mean and the standard deviation of 
the nth feature in the ith class. 

Note thaI IIX - R;oll is the weighted Euclidean 
distance between X and RJ/) with weights inversely 
proportional to aJ~. 

A decision rule based on the J.lrvaJues is as follows: 
for an unknown pattern with feature vector X, classify 
it into Ck if ttiX) > ttiX), j, k = l( 1)m, j -# k. 

This classified sample is then used as training sample 
for estimating the parameters of the kth class provided 
the decision is accepted by the supervisor (described 
below). 

2.2. Iterative algorithm[or parameter estimation 

The components of the reference vector and weight 
vector for each class, used in the decision rule above. 
may not be known a priori and thus wi\] need to be 
learned. That is, it may be required to Jearn XJ and 151' 
) = l(l)m, where 

15, = [151[, aY1 ..., 15%!NJ', ) = 1(1)m. 

Let Xm, Xm, ... be a sequence of learning samples for 
the class Ck• These are assumed to be independently 
dislributed. Let x:,;I, and s~';!J be the estimates obtained, 
of the mean and the variance respectively of the nth 
feature x" by means of the first t training samples. 
(Subsequently, wc shall not be using in many places 

any suffices to denote classes, wherever there is no 
scope for confusion.) 

The "Decision Parameter of the Supervisor" (DPS) 
which restricts the updating programme, is defined for 
the kth class as 

N 

(DPS).= 2: [(x n - x~kV6kJ2 (2) 
n=: 1 

where rrk' = J(if:/)" A being a positive constant, 

termed the "zone-controlling' parameter", as it 
controls the dimensions of the hyperellipsoidal regions 

Gk = {x[(DPS)k"; 1), k = 1(I)m, 

where Gk is the guard zone for the kth class. (8,. is some 
estimate of <7~~.) Let C:,;ll denote the t-th stage estimate 
of the second-order raw moment for the kth class. 

The learning algorithm is as follows-for k = 1(l)m 
and n = l(I)N, 

(JaJ 

c~:) = [X~JIJ2 (3b) 

S~;~I = 0, (3c) 

when t = 1. 
For 1> I, 

-\'1 _:-=.....!. -(k) ~ (k) 
X"(li - X"(I-.11 + x,,{rl (4a) 

t t 

(4b) 

(k) _ I {k} [-(,jJ 2 
Srl{t) - - CI1(I) - X tr(, (4c) 

t 

prollided DPSk(t) ,,; 1, i.e. if X~~/ falb within the guard 
zone for the class Ck• 

If not, no updating is done for the parameters of the 
class, i.e. 

-(k' _ -Ikl 
xn(t) - XN(I_I) (Sa) 

C~~:I = c~;!_ I! (5b) 

s~:) = S~~J_I) (5c) 

when DPSk{t) > 1. 
Of course, DPS,(t) is a suitably modified form of 

equation (2), i.e. 

.y 

DPS,(l) = 2: [(X~~~l - .x,(r_l/d~~!_IJ2 
n=J 

d(k) - ~!' ) b . b rh nlr-II-,\/s;;it-1yA,I. e,ore.were eIngas 

2.3. A model for mislabelled trainmg samples 

The recognition system under consideration IS such 
that the labels of the training samples are determined 
by the classifier itself, during the training period. 
Hence it is quite reasonable to expect that a certain 
proportion of training samples for each class have 
wrong labels. Moreover, these proportions are 
modified in some way by the supervisor. Let us 
therefore assume a simple modeJ, inspired by one 
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assumed by Chittineni,(1) for describing the situation 
resulting from the joint behaviour of the classifier and 
the supervisor. 

Let A..(t) denote the event that the guard zone for Cb 

based on (I - I )th stage estimates, accepts an 
observation (given the label k) for updating the 
estimates of the parameters of C" i,e, 

(6a) 

Chittineni's model for labelling errors is specified as 
follows. Let IV and wdenote respectively the true and 
the given labels. Clearly, 

IV. WE {I, 2, .. ,. m}, 

Let 1!k := P( IV := k) denote the a priori probability for 
the class C... k := I (l)m. Further, let Pk(X) := p(X I IV := k) 
be the class-conditional density of the feature vector x 
for the elass Ck . Also, let ctk} denote the probability that 
a sample from C

J 
is given the label k, i.e. 

ctkj:= P(w:= k/ IV:= i), j, k := I(l)m. (6b) 

Clearly, 

(6c) 

Under this model, it can be shown that 

p(X[;l):= p(X(1) Iw:= k) 

.. 
L f3ki l) P(X! IV := .i)!P(A~I) IW:= k)
J~ I 

if XV) E (Ak(t) i W := k) (6d) 

n, 

L P;itJ p(X I IV :=})!P(AU,t) Iw:= k) 
J~I 

if Xl') E (AHI)I w:= k) (6e) 

where 

(1) _ P(Adt)IX, tV:= k, IV:= i)
13 k - 0; 1! (6Q 

I P(w := k, Ak(I)) kl 1 

*( ) - P(AW)IX, w= k, IV := j)
13 k	 t - ctk 11: , (6g) 

1 P(w = k, Ak(t)) I I 

provided we are prepared to assume 

(A4) p(Xlw:= k, IV =))= p(XI IV = j) V), k =1,2, ... , m 

(AS) P(tv:= k, Adl)) of. 0 Vk and I 

(A6) P(IV = k, Ak(I)) of. 0 Vk and I. 

For a proof of equation (6d), see Appendix A. 
Also, as noted in Appendix B, finite upper bounds M 

and M*, both ~ 0, exist such that 

13k,(I) ~ M 

and 

/3;1 (t) ~ M* for all k,} := l( l)m, and for all t. 

3. CONVERGENCE OF THE SYSTEM 

The convergence of the recognition system will depend 

upon the convergence of the learning algorithm. The 
convergence of learning algorithms can be defined in 
various waysP) For instance, for the problem of 
estimating 0 sequentially by On we say that 

(i) the sequence {e,} converges to ewith probability I 
or almost surely, if 

p[lim lie, - 011 := oJ := I, 
I~X 

P being the probability measure, 

" i.e. if 0, --+ e. 

(ii) {O,} converges to 0 in the mean-square sensc if 

Jim £[[10, - 0112J := 0, 
I ...... ~ 

£ being the expectation opcrator. 
For the learning algorithm given in Section 2.2, the 

following theorems can be proved. 
Theorem 1. Let x~~~) and c~!) be as in equations (3), (4) 

and (5), k := I(l)m, I ~ I. 

Let 

(7a) 

and 

(7b) 

where x~) := the true mean of the nth feature x" in Clo 

(),~::} := E(x~) for the kth class 

:= ()~,~l _ .X~,k}'. 

If 

(CI) p~k) = P[DPSkU) ~ 110,":. jJ > bkV I 

(C2) o;~j = E(x~) exists for each class C1 V 11 := l(l)N 

then 

(a)	 {b;kJ - ~ll)l converges with probability 1 to 0, the 
N-dimensional null-vector. as r. --+ co, for each k 

(b)	 {ElIe~k)- ~1,)112) converges, as t--+ co for each k, 

where 

n, 
Ok!iI = L f3kJ (t + 1) OJ' 

Jr t 

Corollary 1.1. If as I --+ co, 13k,(t) --+ f3k)'.i = 1(I)m, for 
some k, then under (CI) and (C2), (where f3kJE[O, co)Vk,j) 

~ S til 

(J,k1 --+ L /3 kl Or 
J~I 

Corollary 1.2. If, as I --+ co, /i,) (1) --+ f3b kJ where 13 E [0, 
co) and 1\ is the Kronecker delta, V} for some k, then 
under (Cl) and (C2), 

Theorem 2, Let x~~:) and S~;!, be as in equations (3), (4) 
and (5). If the conditions (CI) and (C2) hold, then 
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'" 
(i) x~~:) - I f3kj(1 + 1) xy,)-> 0 

j-I 

almost surely as t ---> co. 

(Ii) .Ik) [ ~ 13 ( 1) 'Il)
snll) - j"::l kJ t + (J"n 

-(~f3kj([+ I)X~))lJ->O 
almost surely as I -> co. 

The proofs of the Theorems 1 and 2 are given in 
Appendix B. 

Corullary 2.1. If, as I ---> co, I3ll (t) -+ fJk;'f/j = I(l)m, for 
some k, t3kjE[O, co), then under (CI) and (C2), 

)7Ik) as. '" 'vi ( '" -(IlS'~'i -> I fJt} (J"/1 - I 13k) X" . 
j~ I I~ I 

Corollary 2.2. If, as t ---> co, f3~j -> fJhk) for all j and 
some k, where fJ is some positive quantity c[O, co) and 
c5 kj is the Kronecker delta, then under (Cl) and (C2), 

~,[k) ::: (J(k) 
•\ rill' 

fJ 

Incidentally, the meaning of the condition (CI) is 
quae clear. It ensures that the value of Ais such that at 
no stage the guard-zone is "too small". This serves to 
emphasize the importance of the choice of A in 
ensuring some sort of convergence. The best choice 
would seem to be that for which, in the long run, the 
supervisor rejects every wrong decision of the 
classifier, while the probability of its endorsing a 
correct decision of the classifier asymptotically 
becomes as high as possible. Of course, It may be a 
debatable point whcther a fixed choice of I- for all 
classes and all stages (or even for a given class for all 
stages) can help ensure this; as such, this point requires 
further study 

We now state a theorem which establishes that, in 
general, although individual estimates may not 
converge strongly to their corresponding true values, 
certain linear combinations of t hem converge strongly 
to the various true parameter values. 

Theorem J. For k = 1(I)m, let O:k) and Ok be as 10 

equations (7a) and (7b) respectively. Then ir(CI) and 
(C2) hold, 

'" 
h)(1 + I) O}'l ---> Ok with probability 1 as 1->eo, 

I~I 

for k = l(l)/n, 

where Yl j (I + I), k, j l() )m, are thc elements of the 
generalized inverse,sl r (I + 1) of the matrix 

P (I + I) = ((I1~(1 + 1))), satisfying 

fJ(1 + I) 1(r + I) = I", the identity matrix of order m.(8) 

Proof of Theorem J is given in Appendix B. 
Curollary 3.1. If (CI) and (C2) hold and for some 

I3k,E[O, co). 

I1kj (r) -+ 13k) as I -> co Vk, j = I(I)m, 

then 

n, 
\' •. ?/.i) -+ 0
L /kJ 0; .b 
j~) 

where 

((y,)) = r is the generalized inverse of the matrix 

p= ((13,)), satisfying pr = I",. 

Remark. If P(I + 1) is full-rank then rtt + 1) isjust the 
true inverse [fJ(t + 1)]-1 

If, however, rank (fl(r + I)) = y(~m), then a 
g-inverse r(t + 1) satisfying (8) is the Moore- Penrose 
inverselll r (I + 1) defined as follows: 

P+(t + 1) = ! ;,,-1 u,u: 
1=1 

where 

ie, = ith non-zero eigen-value of fJ{r + 1), i = I(I)y. 

u, = the orthonormal eigen-vector of p(t + 1) 

corresponding 10 A,. 
Another theorem can now be stated. 

Theorem 4. Lei S~~:I and X~:!l be as in equations (3), (4) 
and (5), n = l(l)N, k I(l)m, t z I. Jf(CI) and (C2) 
hold, then 

ITI d.S 

I Ykj(l + J) q~!tI -> (J~!" as 1-> Cf) 
j~J 

where 

(kl _ (k) -(,] '" L"' J2
q"(I) - Cn\'i - ,; I1kf{t + 1) I~I YJ,(t + 1) X"(I) 

and Ylj(t + I), I,j = l(I)m, are as in Theorem 3. Proof 
of Theorem 4 is given in Appendix B. 

Corollary 4.1. If l1'j(t) -> I1kl as t ~ Cf) V k,j then under 
(CI) and (C2), 

'" " 
"'\'" q'VI -> (Jlli as I -> ~L rk.j '11(1) fill \..A..). 

j~J 

where 

m I m J7
q,~:~l = c~::) - I 13kl LI~' Ylj x~!tI and 13kl E [0, 1]. 

Remark. If I3 kl = Mt, V k, j, then 

'Il) _ (kl 
qll(1) - 5nt1t· 

4. DISCUSSION 

The implica tions of the different results sta ted in this 
paper (and proved in Appendix B) need to be 

discussed. 
The inference from Theorems 1 and 2 is tha t, in 

general, if t he supervisor fails to weed out (or, at least 
reduce sufficiently) wrongly labelled training samples, 
then we can not be assured of the strong convergence 
of the estimates of means and variances or classes 10 

their corresponding true values. In Theorems 3 and 4, 
il is inferred that in such cases, if we can impose certain 

I 
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conditions (defined by assumptions Al-A6) then 
certain linear combinations of these estimates do 
con verge strongly to the true values of the various 
parameters. 

If, however. the supervisor is "asymptotically 
perfect" or "perfect" in the sense that it can detect all 
wrongly labelled samples eventually or at each stage, 
then it can be inferred from Theorems 1 and 2 that the 
estimates converge strongly to the respective true 
values of parameters. This follows basically from the 
definition of the f3. {t)'s (equation 6f) and the fact that

J

P(A.(!) Ix, ;Ii = k, w = j) can only take either of the two 
values 0 and I, with the possibility of its taking the 
value 1 being considera bly higher for correctly labelled 
samples. 

S. SUMMARY 

In this paper we have investigated certain aspects of 
the large-sam pIe beha viour of a self-supervised pa Itern 
recognition system which was reported earJier. i11 The 
problem considered is thaI of stochastic convergence 
of the system in the presence of misla belled training 
samples. For this purpose, we have adopted a simple 
model(ll for labelling errors. 

The recognition system(l) itself can be characterized 
as follows. For an m-class pattern recognition problem 
based on an N-dimensional feature vector X, it is 
basically a two-stage process for each input sample. In 
the first stage, the input sample is classified into one of 
the m classes on the basis of its maximum lij(X)-value, 
defined by equation (Ia). In the next stage, the 
updating of parameters takes place. In this stage a 
supervisor is appointed by means of the so-called 
guard zones. These are hyperellipsoidal regions 
defined with the preceding estimates of the mean as 
centre <lOd have axes proportional to the preceding 
values of the standard deviations in the respective 
directions. The constant of proportionality, called the 
zone-controlling parameter, controls the dimension of 
the guard zone. Analytically, the guard zone for a class 
C; is defined as the region 

lx! DPSI(t) ~ 1} 

where DPS.(i) is defined by equation (2). The current 
training sample for a given class is used to update the 
estimates of the parameters only if it falls within the 
guard zone for the class. Otherwise, the estimates are 
kept unchanged and the system calls for the next input 
sample. 

This sort of learning algorithm is basically of the 
stochastic approximation type. Hence we have made 
use of results on multidimensional stochastic 

approximation to study its convergence under the 
model for labelling errors that we have adopted. The 
inferences made are based on certain assumptions (CI 
and C2) and can be summarized thus. 

In the presence of la belling errors, the sequence of 
estimates {~IJ} does not converge strongly to the true 
value of the respective parameters. Rather, it converges 
strongly with another sequence 

t~ f3., (I) OJ} 
where f3./1) is as in equation (61), and ~l) and Ok are as 
in equation (7). Also, the sequence 

{ ff:kl - }~ f3kj (lj OJ } 

converges in the mean square as 1 --> co (Theorem I). 
Another inbence (Theorem 2) which follows from the 
above, is that certalfi linear combinations of the 
estimates, viz. 

'" L y,/t + I) O,(j) 
j= I 

converge strongly to 010 k = l(l)m, as l-->CO, where YIJ' 

k,j = 1(1)111 are as defined in Theorem 3. However, if 
the parameters to be estimated are the class means and 
variances, the corresponding results are slightly 
complicated. While the estimates of the means behave 
as deSCribed above, the behaviour of the estimates s~~~) 
of the class variances follows a different pattern which 
is described in Theorems 2 and 4. 

Finally, it wasse<:n from Theorems 1 and 2 that if the 
supervisor can detect all wrongly labelled samples 
either eventually or at each stage, (hen the estimates do 
converge strongly to the respective true values of 
parameters. 
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APPENDIX A a;,'s can casily be seen to be lYing in the interval [0, IJ as 
shown below. 

Proof of equation (6d) As 

We know Ihat for any cvent A In the sample space of the '" 
random variable X P(w = k) = L P(w = k, w = j)

,-I _m 

(!'_k)_{P(XIW=k,A) .fXEA (AI)

P x w - - p(xlw = k. A') otherwise' .
 = L P(w = klw =j) P(w =j) = L (tJ,7r, 

):::; I r-I
Now,for any event A for whIch P(w = k, A) ,. °and P(I" = k,
 
A') ,. 0, we ha vc we must have
 

p(XIIV=k,A) 

= pix, w= k, A) 

P(W = k, A) 

Howcver, as P(Alx, IV = k, w =j)E[O, IJ
 
= C~ pIx, IV = k, w = j, A) )
 it rollows thal 

P(w = k, A) a'J E [0, IJ, 't/ k,j. 

" SimIlarly, it can be seen that 
= L ak) p(x!w = k, w =j)/P(A,(r)lw = k), say, (A.2)
 

)-=-1 a;JE[O, IJ 't/ k,j.
 
where 

PtA i x, IV = k, W = j) APPENDIX B 
(A.3)a'i = P(I" = k) ':XJk '/[J 

For provtng Theorems 1,2, we shall require the following 
using various well-known results [rom the theory of lemmas. 
conditional probability. Lemma /.") Let {a,} be a sequence or pOSItive real numbers 

Similarly we havc such that 

p(xl w= k, A') ., 
L a~ < CD. (BI)

'" 1l==1L PIA Ix, w= k, w = j) pIx i w = k, w = j) (1", 7r) 

=)=<j Let x, and y, be k-dimensional random vectors which satisfy 
P(w = k, A') (B2) 

" 
= La;, p(x Iw= k, w = j)j P(AW)! IV = k), say, (A.4) leI M, be a measurable mapping from JR! to IR' such that 

J=.I 
E(Y,lx" x" .. ,x,) = M.(x,) a.e. (B3) 

wherc 
Lel a, b, e be non-negative real numbers and let 

• PIA Ix, IV = k, IV = j) 
= aJI.. 1t) (A.S) E(IIY,II' Ix I, x" ... , x.) ,,; a + bilx,:1 + cllx.II' a.e.Qkj (B4)

P(I" = k) 
Also, for every X E IRk and n ~ I, 

L ak) p(x Ill! = j) If x E A x' M,,(x)~ 0. (BS) 
p(xlw = k) = J;;" (A.6) 

If x I is so chosen tha l La;) pIx i IV = j) otherwise 
pol £(llx,II') exists (B6)

{ 
~ 

Nore. Under assumptions (AS) and (A6), the a,,'s and thc then lhe sequence {x,) converges wIth probability I and the 
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sequence {EI!xnln converges also. 
Lemma 2m Suppose thaI assumptions (8 I)-(B6) hold. If 

there exists, (or every" > 0 a 0 > 0 such that for n ;;. I 
IIlf . 

" ,,; IIxll ,,; '7 I x Mn(x);' IJ, (B7) 

then (x,,} converges 10 the k-dimensional null vector 0 almost 
surely, that IS, with probability one. 

Lemma 3. Let g:IIF ..... IRq be a eontinuous map, p, q ;;. \. 
If 

p[ lim Ilx" - al,1 = oJ = I, xn ' aEIRP 
t1->'"J:, 

then 

p[~~~ ',Ig(xn) - g(a)11 = OJ = 1. 

i.e. 
" X n ---> a ... g(x,,) ---> g(a). 

Proofof Theorem \. The theorem can be shown to be true 
ifit can beestablished Ihat under the conditions (CI) and{C2), 

(I) ~:'! ---> 0 with probabJJlly I as t ..... 0:), If k 

and 

(ii) (E [11~:k)111J) converge; as I -->0:), If k, 

where 

~:!) = W' - 0"1/1" 

These, in turn, follow immediately from Lemmas land 2 if 
It can be shown that the conditions (81)-{87) hold with 
X n = (J,I~J· 

We first note that 

f(X:~i) 1'0 r I = I (B.I) 

U" _! y'" I > 1 (B.2)/-1 I-I! 

I 

where 

y'!' = {{},~ I - f{Xi;/) if DPSk(r)"; I (B.3)I-lOotherwise. 

And f: IR ,. ---> IR l/'l IS a continuous map defined as 

f(x) = [x" x" '" xl" xi, xi,· .., x~r, 

where 

x = [x" Xl, ... , x"J' E IR"

Obviously, therefore, 

g(X:.'!) for I = I (BA)
'"l~,= m") _! Z"I{ Tr-I :-1 for t> I (B.5) 

t 

where 

(B6) 

and 

(8.7).., 
O,,!) = L Ih/I + I) OJ" 

lr 

We now proceed to venfy the conditions (8 1)-(B7) for rp:'l. 
As a" = ! If 11 here, and)' .!. < 0:), (8 I) is satisfied. (B2) holds, 

n 7 n.2 

heciluse or equation (8.5). 
By equ<llions (8.6) and (B.7), we have 

E[Z:"IVI'i', rpj", ... , VI:"J 

= E[rp:" - g(XI;~ II) I rp'I'!' ~~"l, ... , fP~'!, A,(I + 1)], 

as Z:" = 0 in A~(I + 1). 

=	 fPl" - E [g{Xi.'~'I) I A,(t + I))
 

as xg'+ II is independent of Xm, X:~l, ..., XI~'
 

and henee rp',", ..., rp:".
 

sinee 

E[g(XI:~ IJ I A,{t = l)J 

= E[f{X:;~,J I A.(l + I)) - 0,(0 

~ 

=	 2:: fJ'j(t + I) E(X Iw = J1 - 0,(1) 
Jo;.l 

on aeeount of Equation (6d); 

=	 2:: fJkj(1 + 1)9, - O,(t) 
j=L 

=0. 

This verifies (B3) with M:" (x} = x, If x E IR "
Also, 

E[IIZ:"II' I~i", rp~", ..., rp~'1 

=	 E[i1~:" - g{X:~~II) 11'/ Ak(r + I))
 

ror the same reason as berore.
 

=	 [lIfP:~:1I1 ~ 2rp:,r {Eg{X:~~'I)l + Ellg(X::~,JII'J 

,,; Ilrpl:/11 1 + R, 

R being a finite positive constant independent of VI',", . ", VI:"; 

since E g(X,I:~ ,J = 0 (as seen above) in the sub-space 

A,(( + I) = (XIDPS,{1 + I) ~ I), 

and 

Ellg{X:.'~lI)II' 

= Ellf(X!;~,J - 0",,11 2 

,,; Ellf(X:;~I))lll -1I0'(T)1I2as Ef{X~;~'I) = 

~ Eflf(Xi;~,,)112 

no 

= L fJ.,(1 + I) (er~; + Cl~)), by (C2) 
J=I 

'" ,,; 2:: (er~~ + Cl~l) = R, say. 
}=I 

0"'1 

Thus (B4) holds with a = R, b = 0, C = I. 
Finally, as 

(i) x'M:"(x) = x'x ;;. 0 

(ii) E[llfP~)1I2J < R < 0:), as seen berore 

and 
onr 

(iii) '7"; flxll ~ ,,-I X'M:"(X) > 0k'7 2 > 0 becauseor(Cl), 
the eonditions (B5), (86) and (87) are respectively seen to be 
lrue. Hence the theorem. 

Proof of Theorem 2. This theorem follows direclly from 
Lemma 3 and Theorem I. 
As (CI) and (e2) hold, we must have, by Theorem J. 

-,., " 
m 

f3 ( I) ·V] 
as 

0XII(Il - i...J J.) t + X Il --+
,-I 

, 

and 

~ a, 
,., " ClI(f> ~ ~ fJ ( I) "'I 0*J l + ann ~ as r -+0:). 

J=I 
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Also, 

s~i, - [I f)'I(1 + I) er~l- (I f)./t + 1) X~])2J 
)..-1 ;=:1 

= [ C~~l - ,t. P'l(1 + I) (T;~) ] 

- [(X~\!1)2 - (~ p.,(r + 1) x~l)] (R8J 

By virtue of Lemma 4 given below, it follows that 

x") - Lf. PkJ (r + I) X~l ~ 
n(1) fl 

0 
l= I 

implies 

(X~7!1)2 - (~ Pkl(r + I) x,!:Y~ 0 

smee f P.P + I) X~l is bounded above by f x,!:, a finite 
}=I )=1 

quantity. 
The right hand side of equation (B.8) converges surely to 

zero. Hence the thcorem. 
Lemma 4. Let [X ,J and {Y.} be two sequences of random 

variables defined on the probability space (0, F, Pl. If 
a.5. 

X n - Y -t 0,ll 

and I Y, I < K, a finite quantity, then 

" X~ - Y~ .... O. 

Proof of Theorem 3. This follows directly from Theorem 1 
and Lemmas 3 and 5. 

Lemma 5. Let X" n = 1,2 ... be a sequence of matrices of 
order p x q whose elements X:;I are random variables over a 
probability space (0, F, Pl. Let A be another matrix of order 
p x q such thaI every element xU" of X. converges with 

probability 1 to the corresponding element a'i of A, i.e. 

'.' 
X~I" .... a,p 1= 1(1)p,j = J(I)q, as n .... co. 

Let P and Q be malriees of order m x p and q x I 
respectively, and definc 

ZMm,1 = PX,Q, Bm ,,= PAQ. 

Then 
~, 

z~," -> b'l' i = 1(I)m,j = 1(1)/, as n .... co.� 

Proof of Theorem 4. As seen in Theorem I,� 

c~:, - f P.I(t + I) (T;~) ~ 0 as r .... oo. 
)=d 

Also, from Theorem 3, we have 

VI, 

from whieh it follows by Lemma 3, that 

[ f Ylj(t + 1)X~IIJ2 ~ [X~~]2 
)~I 

and hence 

It. Pk,(t + I) [jt. Y'l(t + 1) x~)1) J It. PII(r + I) [X~~]2 ~ O. 

This, eoupled with the first statement, implies thai 

q~7!, - f Pkl(t + I) er;~l + f PH(t + I) [X~rf ~ 0, 
1'= I 1=1 

i.e. 

qtk ) _ f. P.(t + I) fer'vl _ (X!J~l) ~ 0
h(1~ L k) t nil {I} • 

J=I 


